INTRODUCTION
Let G be a Borel set in the Euclidean ra-space IR™, ra ^ 2, and suppose that the boundary B of G is compact and B/fl. For every v e <€' (= the Banach space of all finite signed Borel measures with support in B), the corresponding Newtonian potential Wv is defined by (1) Wv ( [13] , [25] , [26] , [35] , [38] .) The operator W G for a polyhedral boundary dG and certain Sobolev spaces is studied in [51] . If G is convex or if \7 0 G < \ then W G is Predholm in the space <e (see [28] , [35] ). If G C R 2 and B is piecewise smooth without cusps then V G < \ and W G is a Predholm operator.
If G C U 3 and B is piecewise smooth then it may happen that V£ > \ (see [33] ).
If G C IR 3 is a rectangular domain then W G is a Predholm operator with index 0 (cf. [33] , [1] ). The same holds for a polyhedral cone in IR 3 (cf.
[50]). For each v £ #" we define the distribution 2fv by Assume G to be a domain with do(y) ^ 0 for every y € B and suppose that (5) inf -^ < 1. where n is a positive integer, vrij G #" and /js are bounded Baire functions on B. However in [33] an example is given of a rectangular domain G in IR 3 such that the condition (5) is not fulfilled even for A = 0. We shall substitute the condition (5) by a weaker condition and then we shall prove the result of [46] . We substitute the condition (5) by the condition
In the section 2 we will prove that the condition (6) is fulfilled for any domain G C R
3
"with a piecewise smooth boundary" and A = 0. According to the results in [45] the condition (6) is fulfilled even for each non-negative measure A for which the restriction °t/ A on B is a finite continuous function. Results in [29] (cf. also [4] , [28] , [36] ) imply that W is a bounded linear operator on 38 and Proof. Denote by $ the set of all complex numbers a for which al -Q is a Fredholm operator. r e ssQ = sup{|a|; a g $} Q' )/Y) ^ dimKer(aI -Q') < oo, where Ker(aI -Q') is the null space of (aI -Q'). Now we shall prove that (al -Q')(Y) is a closed subspace of X'. According to [56] , chapter V, theorem 1.4 there is a bounded operator F from (aI -Q')(X') to X' such that (al -Q')F = I and X' is the direct sum of Z = F(al -Q')(X') and Ker(aI -Q'). It is easy to see that Z is a closed subspace of X'. 
1=1 t=l
So, there is a finite dimensional subspace Z\ of Y such that Y is the direct sum of Zo and Z\. Since
and 
Since a is an isolated point of the spectrum of Q'/Y' and (al -Q')(Y) is closed the operator (al -Q')/Y is

B
An operator P acting on & is said to operate in 0$o if IV = 0 quasi-everywhere whenever / = 0 quasi-everywhere. Such an operator defines in an obvious manner an operator acting on «^o which will be denoted by P.
Let L be a linear space over the field of real numbers. We shall denote by X the set of all elements of the form x + iy where x, y G L. If the sum of two elements of X and the multiplication of an element of X by a complex number are defined in an obvious way then X becomes a linear space over the field of complex numbers. Let Q be a linear operator acting on L. The same symbol will denote the extension of Q to X defined by In what follows, fix 7 G U 1 and put T 7 = T -7I. According to our definitions, T, T 7 will also denote the above defined extension of T, T 7 to^, respectively. Let il be the set of all complex numbers /3 with |/?| > r ess T y . Then IV = fincr(T 7 ) is a countable set consisting of isolated points by lemma 1.
_1 the inverse operator of (/3I -T 7 ).
An operator Q acting on "£& is said to have the property ($), if it satisfies the following conditions:
Q operates in ^0,
Q'W)cW"
^Q'/z = Q&11 whenever / LX G V*'. We shall denote by fi 0 the set of all /3 G ft -IV for which I^7 has the property ($).
Lemma. r ess (T 7 ) = r ess (^).
Proof. Since V is a closed subspace of^' such that T 7 (V') C V and ^ = T 7 /V lemma 1.3 yields r es3 (&y) ^ r ess (T y ). Since ^ is a closed subspace ofV and P^rSB = T 7 we have P^SB) C"3B and r eas (T y ) ^ r ess (^7) by lemma 1. Since the dimension of the null space of the operator (a 0 I -Q) is less than or equal to the dimension of the null space of the operator (a 0 I -T 7 ), the operator 
Jc
where C has the same meaning as in 1.9. Then the set Y of all solutions of the equation (11) Proof. Let T'v = 0. Choose 7 7-0 such that r ess (<5 7 ) < M-Then r ess (T 7 ) < |7| by lemma 1.5. Since N(-j) = 0 lemma 1.10 yields that v e ^'. D Throughout the rest of the paragraph we shall assume that G has a finite number of components Gi,...,G p such that cl d D cl Gj = 0 for i 7-j. 
Theorem. Suppose that (6) holds, dc(y) 7-= 0 for each y 6 B and let v G SS
= (<p,&v)= / (p(x)Wv(x)d\(x)+ / gmd<p(x) -graderv(x)dJ^n(x)
JB
. ,c v such that $f v = a on Gi. Let v = v+ -v~ be the Jordan decomposition of v. We have $/v+(x) = $/v~(x) + a for each x G G». Since
Gi has a positive m-dimensional density at any z G dGi, every fine neighbourhood of z (in the Cartan topology) meets G (see [3] , chap. VII, § §2, 6) and we conclude from the Cartan Theorem ( [3] ,
chap. VII, §6) that <frv+(z) = a + ^v~(z).
Consequently, fyv = a holds quasi-everywhere in dGi. Noting that the same is true for A-almost p all points x G B we arrive at the equality ~~ c 2 \(8Gi) = 0 by (13) . 
Since grád .%(.,)(>(;-)) -n^G\ý(z))
there are positive constants er, Ti such that for y G BC\^/(x;ri) 1 
z £ dGC\fy(x\r\)
we have
(see (18) , (17), (16)). Since Dip(x) = I, we may choose Ti small enough so that
for arbitrary y,z € BC\^(x;r\). Thus for every non-negative Borel function g on B < 2°> ('"éra)/
and for every function g on B integrable with respect to Jf m -i
According to [28] , Corollary 2.17 and [40], lemma 9, there is a constant C2 such that for each y € B and r > 0 
JBП^(x;r)
by (19) . According to (20) and (21) we have According to the assumption there is a natural number n and a compact operator K on ^(dD) (the space of the continuous functions on 3D) such that (27) Denote (28) ||(5Г+Ä-||<|.
L = max(||5||,||5||).
Since Dip(x) = I according to lemma 2.1 there is a <5o > 0 such that for y 6
Bn&(x;6o), fev,
and denote 0} then according to (29) and (3) (33)
Since Hi is dense in B by the Isoperimetric Lemma (see [28] , p. 50) the continuity of a j -i{S(a j f) -P[SP(a j f)}) yields (33) for all y G B. Thus the relation (32) holds for j = 1. Now, let the relation (32) holds for j = r. According to (30) and ( We put Cj = (2g y fj,j).
The rest of the proof is the same as in the proof of theorem 3.L • 3.3. Note. The attentive reader will note that the restriction to IR 3 is dectated by using the fact that the spectral radius of (2VV G -I) is less than 1 for a polyhedral cone in U 3 (cf.
[50]). It would be very interesting to know whether similar result holds in higher dimensions.
